In this paper a study is presented on the experimental and numerical analysis of the failure process of mild steel sheets subjected to normal impact by hemispherical projectiles. The experiments have been performed using a direct impact technique based on Hopkinson tube as a force measurement device. The tests covered a wide range of impact velocities. Both lubricated and dry conditions between specimen and projectile have been applied. Different failure modes for each case were found. For lubricated conditions a petalling was observed, whereas for dry conditions a radial neck along with a hole enlargement reduces the formation of petalling. The perforation process has been simulated by the application of 3D analysis using ABAQUS/Explicit FE code. The material behavior of the circular specimen was approximated by three different constitutive relations. The main task was to study the influence of the material definition on the response of the sheet specimen with special attention to the failure mode.
Introduction
The response of materials under dynamic loading has a consid erable interest. It allows for clarification of several problems in different application fields such as civil, military, aeronautical and automotive engineering. In particular, many studies on the behavior of steels subjected to high strain rate concentrated in the past a large amount of efforts [1 9] .
The extreme case of a material subjected to high strain rate solicitation is generally observed during impact or explosion. Thus, in many cases the strain rate level observed in a structure can be higher than _ 3 ! 10 4 s À1 . In addition, it is observed locally a strong temperature increase by adiabatic heating which triggers a thermal softening of material.
A special interest has been focused on the perforation resulting from an impact between non deformable projectiles and metallic plates [10 18 ]. During such kind of impact loading, petalling as a failure mode commonly appears when ogival, conical or hemi spherical projectiles are applied [19 23 ].
The failure mode seems to be strongly dependent on the impact velocity. Petalling can be replaced by failure mode of crack opening when impact velocity is close to the ballistic limit. In this situation a decrease of the circumferential strain slows the crack progression [22] . Moreover, when the impact velocity is very high, the perfo ration process is governed by inertia effects and the failure mode changes from petalling to complete fragmentation of the zone affected by impact, inducing appearance of debris cloud as final stage [10, 24] . Teng et al. [7] have also observed the influence of the impact velocity on the failure mode during Taylor tests performed with Weldox 460 E steel cylinders. At relatively low impact velocity no external cracks appeared in the specimen impacted. On the contrary, for high initial impact velocity it was observed the formation of several radial cracks. They were rapidly propagated causing formation of petals.
Therefore, to define properly the transition between these different failure modes appearing when hemispherical projectiles are used, it is necessary to define precisely the behaviour of the material. All these processes are strongly depend upon strain hardening 3 p , strain rate _ 3 p and temperature increase T responsible of thermal softening. In order to define the behavior of steel under dynamic and complex state of stress, several constitutive relations can be found in the international literature [25 32 ]. A precise analysis concern ing this topic can be found in the works of Liang and Khan [33] and Rusinek et al. [34] .
In the present work an experimental and numerical analysis on the impact behavior of sheets of mild steel subjected to perpen dicular impact by hemispherical projectiles is reported. The experiments have been carried out at the Laboratory of Physics and Mechanics of Materials (LPMM) of Metz University using a Hop kinson tube as a transducer to measure the transmitted force [35] . Both lubricated and dry conditions have been applied to the contact between hemispherical projectile and specimen inducing different failure modes for each case. Thus, for lubricated condition petalling process was observed, while the petalling was reduced to a circumferential notch for dry condition.
The finite element code ABAQUS/Explicit has been used to simulate the impact process. An axi symmetric mesh configuration is commonly used to model this kind of penetration problems, mainly in order to reduce large computational time due to small element size required. However, this simplification does not allow reproducing precisely the failure mode discussed previously since petalling is not a symmetric process of failure, Fig. 1 . In the present case, the problem was solved by 3D simulations allowing a complete analysis of the problem.
Three constitutive relations, Johnson Cook (JC), Rusinek Kle paczko (RK) and a power law of strain hardening (PL) [36] have been used to define the plastic behavior of material. The use of different constitutive models allows for evaluation of the influence of material's definition on the dynamic response of plates and on the simulation of the failure modes. The analysis has been focused on the failure mode definition depending on dry or lubricated conditions which were applied. A wide range of impact velocities was assumed.
Experimental setup
To analyze the failure behavior of a steel sheet subjected to normal impact for a maximum velocity of V max 0 z100 m=s, an original experimental setup has been developed [35, 37, 38] . This experiment is based on the RM Davies bar concept by the appli cation of Hopkinson tube, Fig. 2 . With that arrangement it is possible to determine the force F(t) applied to the specimen during perforation process through the measurement of the transmitted elastic wave 3 T (t).
Moreover, black white stripes cemented on the projectile surface enabled to record large displacements imposed onto the steel sheet specimen d p during perforation. The details are given below. Two optical fibers transmit the light and the third one transmits the reflected light from the projectile stripes to a photo diode. A system with three optical fibers coupled with two time counters enables to determine the impact velocity V 0 at the instant of impact. The acceleration/deceleration of the projectile can be determined with precision. The projectile used in this configuration had a hemispherical shape with a diameter d p 22 mm and a mass M p 0.154 kg. The specimen has a thickness t specimen 0.8 mm, an effective diameter f effective 30 mm and a total diameter f specimen 50 mm. During the test it is possible to prepare dry or lubricated conditions using, in the last case, several layers of grease and Teflon foil [37] .
The time history of the force F(t) transmitted by the specimen support into the tube is defined by the following relation:
where E is Young's modulus of the tube, D and d are, respectively, the external and internal diameters of the Hopkinson tube (d f effective and D f specimen ).
The displacement imposed during perforation is obtained by decoding the signals from the photodiode in the form of maxima corresponding to the white stripes on the projectile, Fig. 3 . The width of white and black stripes can be chosen by the user, typically range from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm. This principle is based on the frequency coding of displacement [39] . The total displacement is obtained using the following equation, Eq. (2), with the time signal, Fig. 3 d p ðtÞ
where n is the number of maxima measured during the process of perforation, Fig. 3 , and C 0 is the elastic wave velocity in the tube. Details of this experimental technique are reported in Refs. [35, 37, 38] for low and high velocities using a fast hydraulic machine and a Hopkinson tube technique.
Typical experimental results in the form of specimen pictures and F(t) records are shown in Fig. 4 . The cases shown in Fig. 4 are for the impact velocities above the ballistic limit. The comparison shows substantial differences in specimen behavior in terms of failure using dry or lubricated conditions. In the case of dry condition a plug ejection is observed during loading, Fig. 4c .
Experimental results, a numerical study is performed to analyze constitutive relation effect on the failure mode.
Modeling of dynamic behavior of mild steel
Mild steel ES is a ferritic steel with an average grain size of f 16 mm. It has a particular interest since many results are avail able in the international literature permitting to identify material constants in any constitutive relation see Appendix A [5, 40, 41] . The behavior of the mild steel is assumed as a reference since it has been tested by a number of laboratories in recent decades. Typical mild steel assumed in this study is characterized ahead (ES steel). The chemical composition in weight of this material is reported in Table 1 . It must be noticed that all specimens used to perform the tests of characterization and perforation were machined from the same plate. Different tests have been performed with this material in tension, shear and perforation at different strain rates, temper atures and loading paths. Using previous experimental results an isotropic behaviour was observed.
To approximate the dynamic behavior of that material several constitutive relations can be used depending on the application and the required information. Thus, in this paper three constitutive relations have been applied: two phenomenological and one semi physical. The goal was to analyze theirs effects on the prediction of the failure process during impact perforation using the same failure criterion.
Phenomenological approach I
The first constitutive relation used in this work to analyze the perforation process is a power law (PL) which takes into account strain hardening 3 p , strain rate _ 3 p and temperature sensitivity T. The explicit formulation of the constitutive relation is defined by
where B is the material constant characterizing the stress level, n, m and n are, respectively, the hardening exponent, strain rate and temperature sensitivities. Although non linear strain rate sensi tivity is considered, this constitutive equation cannot be used within a complete spectrum of strain rates and values of m must be decomposed in several ranges, Fig. 5 . Thus, in the present study two different sets of constants have been used, the first one corre sponding to low strain rates (PLI) and the second one to high strain rates (PLII) (Appendix A). To compare FE analyses with application of this simple phenomenological approach, another phenomeno logical approach has been used as it is discussed in the next part of this paper.
Phenomenological approach II
The second thermo visco plastic constitutive relation is the one due to Johnson Cook (JC), frequently applied to analyze the dynamic behavior of materials [15 17,42 44] . This constitutive relation is generally pre implemented in FE codes, including ABA QUS/Explicit. The JC constitutive relation is defined by Eq. (4). The first term defines strain hardening 3 p , the second strain rate sensitivity, _ 3 p via the constant C and the third one is related to thermal softening T, Eqs. (4) and (5).
where A and B are material constants, n is the strain hardening exponent, m is the temperature sensitivity, T 0 is the initial temperature and T m is the melting temperature. As this material shows non linear strain rate sensitivity, Fig. 5 , it is not possible to define it correctly with one set of parameters by Eq. (4). Thus, the strain rate sensitivity must be defined separately in JC equation in several ranges. In present work, as previously proposed for PL, two ranges have been used, one corresponding to low strain rates (JCI), the second one for high strain rates (JCII) (Appendix A). A comparison is reported in Fig. 5 . By using these two different strain rate constants in JC equation it is possible to define the strain rate behavior of the material from quasi static to dynamic loading. The two values of the rate sensitivity C were used during numerical simulations to analyze how the value of the strain rate sensitivity can modify the results in terms of force level, residual velocity, ballistic limit and failure process.
It must be noticed that recently the JC constitutive relation, Eq. (6), has been modified by the introduction of non linear terms in approximation of the rate sensitivity [45] , to avoid the problem described previously (2 sets of constants). This modified form is given by
where C 2 and C 3 are the new material constants allowing to define a non linear strain rates sensitivity. However, this formulation is not usually pre implemented in FE commercial codes, including ABAQUS/Explicit. In order to complete the study a third model has been used during numerical simulations. This approach called RK constitutive relation is based on some physical aspects taking into account thermally activated processes in plasticity which are related to dislocation dynamics, for example Refs. [30, 46] .
Semi physical approach
The last model, called RK constitutive relation (Rusinek Kle paczko) is described in detail in Ref. [32] . The total stress is decomposed into two parts, Eq. (7)
where s m is the internal stress and s * is the effective stress. In this relation Young's modulus E(T) depends on temperature, Eq. (8). The explicit formulation introduced by [47] is given by
where E 0 is the Young's modulus at zero Kelvin, T m is the melting temperature and q * is a material constant, characteristic of homologous temperature. The explicit forms of the two stress components are the following, Eqs. (9) and (10) of the constitutive relation in terms of strain rate and m * is the constant allowing to define the strain rate temperature depen dency [36] . The modulus of plasticity and the strain hardening exponent are defined by Eqs. (11) and (12):
where B 0 is the material constant, v is the temperature sensitivity, n 0 is the strain hardening exponent at T 0 K, D 2 is the material constant and _ 3 min is the lower limit of the constitutive relation in terms of strain rate _ 3 min z10 À4 s À1 . In Fig. 5 it is shown the good correlation of the strain rate sensitivity predicted by RK with the experimental results. The maximum equivalent strain rate reached during the material characterization tests was _ 3 2800 s À1 . Moreover, this level is comparable to the maximum strain rate value obtained in the numerical simulations carried out. Thus, it can be concluded that RK constitutive relation allows for a complete approximation of the strain rate sensitivity of the material during the perforation process, in contrast to the two approaches presented above.
An additional advantage of RK model in order to predict the material behavior when subjected to high temperature and high strain rate is the assumption of strain hardening exponent n taking the general form n n 0 f ð _ 3 p ; TÞ, where f is the weight function. The rate and temperature sensitive strain hardening were introduced into constitutive modelling for the first time in the RK model [37] . This formulation means a clear advantage of RK model in comparison with JC and PL classic formulations in order to repro duce dynamic problems. When PL, JC, or RK constitutive relations are applied the adia batic increase of temperature during the plastic deformation can be calculated for any process, Eq. (13 a). The adiabatic increase DT adia of temperature is given by Eq. (13 b)
where r is the density of material, b is the Taylor Quinney coeffi cient [48] and C p is the specific heat at constant pressure. For steels, the transition between isothermal and adiabatic conditions appears generally for strain rate of the order, or higher, than 10 s À1 [49] . This transition is caused by a decrease of strain hardening during plastic deformation which is responsible of a thermal softening of the material. The thermal softening triggers very frequently an instability process preceding failure. Fig. 4 shows different modes of instability and failure of sheet metal specimens.
The RK model has already been successfully applied to study several processes of fast deformation such as perforation [32] , double shear by direct impact [32] , ring fragmentation under radial expansion [9] , Taylor test and fast tension test [37, 50] .
Both, PL and RK constitutive relations have been implemented via a VUMAT in ABAQUS/Explicit using an implicit consistent algorithm developed originally by Ref. [51] . The implementation of the RK model into ABAQUS/Explicit using this algorithm is reported in Ref. [34] .
Failure criterion
In order to reproduce the perforation process it is necessary to consider a failure criterion. The use of failure criterions based on an equivalent strain level is widely extended for dynamic applications. In this work a constant value of the equivalent plastic strain at failure was assumed, as it was also adopted by many authors dealing with dynamic problems [9, 52, 53] .
The failure strain value has been defined using several steps. The first one was to estimate the value corresponding to Considè re's criterion defined by vs=v3 p s [54] . In order to not disturb the previous solution corresponding to the plastic instability appear ance, a bigger value is taken into account. Thus, the second step was to estimate the strain level corresponding to vs=v3 p 0. The gap between these two values corresponds to the development of the necking process. Finally, a coefficient is applied to this last condi tion as reported by Refs. [55 57 ] obtaining a final failure strain level of 3 p f 1. Moreover, Considè re's criterion is used since the failure mode using thin plate is mainly due to necking by tension state followed by crack propagation. Such failure criterion was also applied earlier [58 60] for dynamic tension or for ring expansion problems [9, 50] . The failure strain is estimated directly from the analysis of deformation in tension predicted by a constitutive relation along with Considè re's criterion: (ds/d3) s.
A special attention has been done concerning the energy balance and its preservation during numerical simulations. It must be noticed that the number of elements deleted during the process as consequence of the failure criterion used is vastly reduced (Appendix C). The elimination of elements is restricted to the cracks propagation stage and therefore the energy balance can be considered as preserved.
Coefficient of friction analytical approximations combined with experimental data
The friction can modify the failure mode as it is reported in the next part of this paper. For this reason, the friction coefficient is estimated using punching experiment at low and intermediate velocity. For a given displacement d p of the hemispherical punch, the contact area between the sheet and nose of the punch is limited by a value of the radial coordinate r c , Fig. 6 . Along the contact zone, the sheet is assumed to adopt the spherical nose shape. Experi mental values of r c can be obtained by imposing different displacements to the sheet. Therefore, as r c depends on the projectile displacement, it also depends on the loading time.
Assuming a constant value of the normal contact pressure p and the friction coefficient m, the condition of equilibrium of the punch tip allows to obtain the following relation between total force F, pressure and coefficient of friction
where dS 2pR 2 sin q dq (15) and q c is the contact angle whose value is known through r c (for
Integration of Eq. (14) leads to
The ratio x between the two forces corresponding to dry F m and lubricated F 0 conditions allows for elimination of the pressure dependency, Eq. (18). Thus a value of m 0.26, which corresponds to the upper limit value found (Fig. 7) , is used in the numerical simulations to define dry condition. In our case the dependence on the coefficient of friction with temperature and sliding velocity is not taken into account [13,15 17,42,61 63 ].
Numerical simulation with 3D approach
This type of impact problems are commonly analyzed numeri cally by means of axi symmetric configuration [13,15 17,64,65] .
This simplification permits to obtain results which encourage experimental observations in terms of ballistic limit and residual velocity for different projectile plate experimental configurations [13,15 17,43,60] . Moreover, the use of this simplification presents an advantage of increasing the mesh density without obtaining excessive computational time. However, a 3D configuration is clearly recommendable when conical, ogival or hemispherical projectiles, susceptible of inducing petalling as the final stage of perforation process, are considered. In order to reproduce numer ically the perforation process induced by this kind of projectiles the element size is not as important as in case of cylindrical projectiles [13, 66] . Therefore, by performing an adequate mesh configuration the calculation time can be manageable. There is, however, a limited number of works reported in the literature where the perforation process is analyzed by 3D simulations, for example Refs. [60, 61] .
In the present case, the configuration used in numerical simu lations is showed in Fig. 8 .
Both, projectile and Hopkinson tube have been modeled as rigid bodies allowing reduction of the computational time required for simulations. On the other hand, the experimental observations have revealed an absence of erosion on the projectile surface after impact. The reason is that the thin sheet specimen has a low yield stress in comparison with the oil quenched steel of the projectile.
Target mesh strategy
The mesh used in the present paper for the target is shown in Fig. 9 . The whole target has been meshed with 8 node tri linear elements with reduced integration (C3D8R in ABAQUS notation [67] ) and eight elements along the thickness. The number of elements was 229 792 corresponding to 259 875 nodes. The elements used to mesh the zone directly affected by impact (Zone I) had a size close to 0.1 Â 0.15 Â 0.15 mm 3 , Fig. 9 . In order to not increase excessively the computational time, the element size has been increased in the zone not affected by the impact, Fig. 9 (Zone II). This optimized mesh has been obtained by a convergence study making use of different mesh densities. The radial symmetry of the mesh avoids spurious generation of main directions for the appearance and progress of cracks. Therefore the position of the petals at the end of the perforation process just depends on the constitutive relation, impact velocity and friction coefficient applied. This is shown in the next part of the paper. Using the numerical configuration shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and three constitutive relations already presented, the simulations have been carried out for a wide range of impact velocities varying from 40 m/s V 0 300 m/s.
Analysis and results
The experimental setup developed in LPMM allows for deter mination of the force time evolution, the displacement time evolution of the projectile during perforation, the time history of the net displacement of the specimen axis and the ballistic limit. At the same time it is possible to compare the target shape after different boundary conditions of impact for both friction and non friction experimental results. This information has been analyzed and used to validate numerical results.
Validation and influence of constitutive relations
The first step is to compare the value of the ballistic limit V bl predicted by numerical simulations with the value obtained during the experiments. Experiments showed that in the case of dry conditions the ballistic limit V bl-dry 45 m/s is slightly higher that in the case of lubricated contact surface V bl-lub 40 m/s. The relation between the ballistic limit and the residual velocity of the projectile corresponding to both conditions is well reproduced by the numer ical simulations using all the constitutive relations considered see Appendix B. In addition, the value of the ballistic limit predicted by numerical simulation remains close to the experimental observa tions inside the interval: 0.9V bl-exp V bl-num 1.1V bl-exp for all cases. It must be noticed, however, that PL and RK are the constitutive relations which predict the closer value of the ballistic limit in comparison with experimental measurements. The results obtained from the simulations with the JC constitutive relation are not so precise. It must be noticed that using JCI the numerical simulations corresponding to impact velocities under V 0 50 m/s are prema turely ended due to the appearance of a numerical problem avoiding complete time of calculation. Later, the failure time pre dicted by the numerical simulations is compared with the value obtained during experiments. As reported for the ballistic limit, the numerical values obtained for the failure time are close to the experimental measurements for all the constitutive relations used, except the case of PLII for which the obtained values are out of 10% range in comparison to the experimental data, Fig. 10 . It must be noticed that for numerical simulations corresponding to V 0 ! 100 m/s, the numerical estimation of the fracture time cannot be vali dated due to absence of experimental data. The evolution of failure time with the impact velocity for all the constitutive relations used, presents the classical parabolic profile of perforation. This is in agreement with the experimental and numerical data reported in Refs. [13, 17, 62, 64] . Concerning the target shape after impact in the case of lubricated conditions and for impact velocity, V 0 40 m/s, appearance of four symmetric petals is observed for all constitutive relations, Fig. 11 . Although for JCII one can observe a secondary crack that has been arrested before reaching the rear side of the plate, Fig. 11 . Anyhow, the failure mode predicted for all cases is petalling with absence of plug ejection. The number and the disposition of the petals are in agreement with the experimental observations, Fig. 4b . Albeit, some differences in the residual velocity can be observed, Fig. 11 .
On the contrary to the failure mode for V 0 40 m/s, in the case of V 0 300 m/s and lubricated conditions the number of simulated radial cracks changed substantially depending on the constitutive relation, Fig. 12 . Notice that the higher number of radial cracks corresponds to the case with the higher residual velocity, JCI, Fig. 12 . The relevance of this agreement will be analyzed ahead in this paper. In addition, using PLII model the failure of the plate is produced in the zone corresponding to the contact: plate Hop kinson tube. Anyhow, the failure mode predicted is common to all constitutive relations. That is ejection of a plug as the final stage of the perforation process.
It is shown in Fig. 13 , for the case of dry conditions and V 0 100 m/s, that for all constitutive relations the failure mode is in agreement with the experimental observations, Fig. 4a c. That is, a plug ejection as the final stage of perforation and therefore reduction of petalling. Nevertheless, the number of radial cracks changes with the constitutive relation applied. Again, the number of radial cracks predicted numerically is larger when the residual velocity is higher, JCI, Fig. 13 . Fig. 14 shows stress vs. strain curves predicted by each constitu tive relation and the comparison with experimental data for mild steel ES. These curves reproduce the true stress vs. true plastic strain relations defined by Eqs. (3), (4) and (7) for T 300 K and different strain rates _ . Also a comparison with experimental curves is repor ted. In the case of low strain rates JCI, PLI and RK fit correctly the experimental results, Fig. 14a b, however, JCII and PLII are not able to define the behavior at low strain rate since they are fitted for strain rates larger than 10 s
À1
, Fig. 14c d. For this reason at high strain rates JCII and PLII produce better results with experiments. However, it is observed that RK constitutive relation is able to reproduce the material behavior in the whole spectrum of strain rates as shown in Fig. 14. These differences in the predicted material behavior modify considerably the response of plate during perforation. The different behavior predicted by each constitutive relation will affect the absorption of energy consumed in the process of perforation. It is therefore possible to introduce some modifications in the failure mode of the target, the main goal of analysis in the present work.
In order to demonstrate the importance of defining correctly the material behavior, and particularly the effect of underestimating the flow stress, an extreme case has been taken into account. This extreme case consists of subtracting the term corresponding to the strain rate sensitivity from the JC formulation. The main goal is to investigate the relevance of the strain rate on the perforation process and at the same time the effect of the decrease of the flow stress of the target material.
As result of this analysis see Appendix D it is observed how a decrease of the rate sensitivity of the flow stress induces a reduction of the plastic field during perforation. In that case the inertia effects become relevant and it favours the appearance of a greater number of radial cracks. This explains the previously reported relation between the number of radial cracks and residual velocity. As it is analyzed in the next part, this effect is equivalent to an increase in the impact velocity.
In view of the complexity of the processes of dynamic failure and the strong influence of the material behaviour, it is necessary to use a precise constitutive relation. Such equation should permit to predict the response of the material with a good precision within a wide range of load conditions. Therefore relying on the good results that RK constitutive relation has offered for the problem treated in the present work as well as for other problems that involve the appearance of plastic instabilities [9, 50] , this constitu tive relation was chosen to perform a more complex analysis of the perforation depending on the impact velocity and the conditions of friction. Simulations performed under those assumptions are reported in the following part of the paper.
Analysis of the perforation process
In addition to the numerical simulations dealing with the role of the constitutive relation in analyzing the target behavior in the perforation process, in the next part of the paper a detailed analysis is offered showing the effects of impact velocity and friction on the failure mode. In this part of the numerical study only RK consti tutive relation was applied.
Effect of friction
In the present case, different kinds of failure mode are found during impact of steel sheets depending mainly on the friction coefficient m and on the impact velocity. Thus, for dry contact (m z 0.26) the top of the projectile is stuck to the steel sheet inducing a circumferential failure by necking. The diameter of the circumferential failure is close to projectile diameter. It follows by initiation of small radial cracks, Fig. 4a , c. The process of failure observed for lubricated case is slightly different. For the last case (m z 0), due to radial sliding of the steel sheet along the projectile nose a small plug ejection appears close to the dome of the sheet steel, stage A, Figs. 4a c and 15 . In that case the process of hole enlargement is longer allowing to initiate more small cracks, stage Nevertheless, in the case of lubricated conditions (m 0), the plug ejection appears only when the ballistic limit is considerably exceeded, that is for V 0 ! 100 m/s, Fig. 16d . This effect has been observed and studied previously in tension and perforation. Such effect is due to the trapping of plastic deformation, leading to the Critical Impact Velocity effect, as reported in Refs. [68, 69] . When that impact velocity is reached, the hole enlargement process becomes reduced and the target failure is induced by circumferential necking, it causes a plug ejection. Thus, for a high impact velocity, the differences concerning the failure mode between dry and lubricated condition become reduced.
Anyway, the friction effect is observed in the whole considered range of impact velocity by measuring the force time history. The force level is slightly larger in case of dry condition, m 0.26, due to the friction effect. The difference in the maximum force level between the numerical values obtained for m 0.26 and m 0 seems to remain independent of the impact velocity, Fig. 17 .
This fact is in agreement with the experimental observations and also with the hypothesis assumed to obtain the analytical prediction of the friction coefficient used for dry conditions, m 0.26. Moreover, the constant value used for the friction coeffi cient based on the assumption of a constant pressure along the contact zone projectile plate is supported by the results obtained from the numerical simulations as reported in Fig. 18 .
It is observed using this measurement technique (force obtained by the knowledge of projectile deceleration history) that inertia effect appears at the beginning of loading, Fig. 19 . When the inertia effect is dissipated, a quasi static loading curve is obtained, as for example when the force is measured along the Hopkinson tube, as reported in Ref. [37] . However, even if the force history is different, the energies absorbed by the target are very close. A complete analysis is reported in Ref. [37] concerning the effect of point measurement during experiment. In the present case, as the tube is defined as rigid, the force is obtained via time deceleration of the projectile.
Moreover, the friction level can also be observed for any impact velocity by measuring the plug size. This is possible since the tangential stress that appears by the friction amplifies the process of necking and therefore favours plug ejection. In the case of m 0.26 the plug diameter is always larger than in the case of m 0.
The largest difference appears for impact velocities close to the ballistic limit. In that case for m 0 and V 0 70 m/s there is no plug ejection, Fig. 20 .
Another possibility to quantify the friction effect, which is directly related with the plug size, is the displacement of projectile at failure time. The results obtained from the numerical simulations reveal that this parameter is larger when m 0. This statement is true for the complete range of impact velocities considered, Fig. 20 . The displacement of the projectile at failure quantifies the larger deformation of the target in the case of m 0.
Influence of impact velocity
Influence of impact velocity, V 0 , on the failure mode considering both conditions of friction, m 0 and m 0.26, can be easily observed. In both friction conditions, the number of radial cracks increases with impact velocity. This phenomenon is induced by the increase of the circumferential strain level responsible of the crack initiation and progression [21] . This is caused by the increase of the kinetic energy transferred to the material of the target when the impact velocity increases. Although the number of cracks is larger in case of high impact velocity, the failure mode induced by necking that appears in this situation reduces the size of the petals.
In addition, the initial impact velocity affects also the force level during perforation. The maximum force is reached at the maximum impact velocity considered, V 0 300 m/s, and next it decreases with impact velocity, Fig. 21 . This effect is caused by the strain rate sensitivity of the material target. At high impact velocity the mean strain rate increases and the target material is subjected to a strong process of strain hardening, which in turn increases the mean force. This process is limited at low impact velocity where the force level is reduced.
In order to analyze the phenomena involved in the process, an energy balance is proposed, defined by Eq. (19) . (19) where DK p is the kinetic energy lost by the projectile, W p is the plastic work, W f is the friction energy and W tp is the kinetic energy transferred into the plate. Globally, it can be observed how at low impact velocity the process is governed by the plastic work, however, when the impact velocity increases the inertia effects become predominant due to larger amount of kinetic energy transferred into the plate, concentrated mainly in the kinetic energy of the plug, Fig. 22 .
However, some differences appear between lubricated and dry conditions. In the case of m 0, and the impact velocity close to the ballistic limit, the plastic work represents almost 100% of the energy absorbed by the plate. This quantity is reduced in the case of is larger for dry conditions. In addition, the increase of the inertia effect with impact velocity can be measured by the gap projectile plate which appears when a certain impact velocity is exceeded, V 0 ! 150 m/s, Fig. 23 . This generates a hole expansion process [70] .
It is observed after Fig. 22 how a complete petalling (lubricated condition for V bl V 0 100 m/s) is restricted in perforation processes completely governed by plastic work. In that case, an absence of plug ejection is found.
Analysis of petalling process
In order to study the petalling process, several studies based on analytical developments can be found in the international litera ture explaining the mechanics responsible for such behavior. Traditionally, the petalling process in the analytical models avail able in the literature is approximated as a simple hole enlargement [71 74 ]. However, the theories proposed in Refs. [75] and [21] have approached the process by means of a more rigorous treatment.
In Ref. [21] it is reported that the appearance of four or five symmetric petals corresponds to a minimum for total rate of energy dissipation. The experiments performed in the present work for lubricated condition also satisfied the previous observations. At impact velocity close to the ballistic limit the number of petals appearing is four. In this situation the energy needed by the projectile to perforate the plate is minimum, Fig. 24 . This fact is well defined by the numerical simulations performed with application of RK constitutive relation, Fig. 24 . In such case the damage induced by the projectile in the sheet steel is concentrated in the dome of the target by avoiding necking and therefore plug ejection, Fig. 25 . This induces generation of several cracks in the zone, four of them quickly progress inducing the formation of four petals symmetrically disposed, Fig. 25 . The fast progression of the cracks triggers an increase of the circumferential strain induced by the projectile advances.
The circumferential plastic strain in adiabatic conditions strongly increases the temperature at the bottom of the crack. This induces a local thermal softening, commonly responsible of insta bilities' appearance in dynamic problems [9,50,68,69,76 80] , which favours the fast progression of the cracks and diminishing the amount of energy absorbed by the plate during the perforation.
Three different stages of the perforation process have been analyzed in order to quantify the local gradient of temperature in the proximity of the cracks, Fig. 26 . The first stage (Stage I) corre sponds to the early development and progression of cracks, the second one (Stage II) represents the progression of cracks and the third one (Stage III) leads to the crack arrest. It is observed that the temperature quickly decreases as one moves away from the crack. The temperature distribution is represented by the parabolic profile, Fig. 26 .
Thus, Fig. 26 shows a gradient of temperature in the zone close to the crack: x 1 mm (x distance from the crack), for stage II and stage III, being slightly minor in case of stage I. The reason of this difference is that for stage I the zone beside the crack is not fully plastic and an external contribution of energy represented by the force induced by the advance of the projectile is needed to propagate the crack. However, in the case of stage II the strong temperature gradient coupled with the high level of circumferen tial strain caused by the advances of the projectile induces the progression of the crack with just a small amount of energy absorbed by the plate. In the case of stage III, although the gradient of temperature is comparable to stage II, the circumferential strain is not large enough to induce the crack progression and cracks are finally arrested close to the rear side of the target.
In the case of x ! 1 mm, the temperature decay is progressive until reaching T z 293 K which corresponds to a zone with absence of plastic deformation. The relevance of the gradient of tempera ture during the crack progression demonstrates that the constitu tive model used to define the behavior of the plate in perforation problems, susceptible of inducing plastic instabilities such as pet alling, is crucial.
Conclusions
The failure process of steel sheets when subjected to normal impact by hemispherical projectiles was examined. Experiments have been carried out using an original setup developed in LPMM of Metz University based on the R.M. Davies bar concept by the application of Hopkinson tube. The tests were conducted covering a wide range of initial impact velocities. Lubricated and dry conditions were applied between specimen and steel sheet making possible the analysis concerning the influence of friction during perforation process. Numerical calculations have been made by the application of 3D analysis using ABAQUS/Explicit FE code and considering three different constitutive relations, JC, PL and RK. The last constitutive equation allows for a complete approximation of the non linear strain rate sensitivity. However, in the cases of JC and PL constitutive equations the strain rate sensitivity must be approximated in several parts. Therefore, RK relation is chosen to carry out the numerical analysis of the perforation process. Since it is well known that impact events are strongly coupled with strain hardening, strain rate sensitivity and adiabatic temperature increase, a precise approximation of mate rial behavior is crucial.
In addition, the friction effect on the failure mode has been analyzed. Close to the ballistic limit velocity, appreciable differences appear on the failure mode depending on the condi tions of friction applied between the specimen and the projectile. Using dry conditions the failure process appears in the form of circumferential necking inducing plug ejection as final stage with reduced petalling. Whereas in the case of lubricated conditions the longer hole enlargement process is observed which induces a complete petal formation. At high impact velocities the differ ences between both conditions of friction are reduced and the plug ejection due to necking process is the common failure mode observed.
The influence of impact velocity on the failure mode, consid ering both conditions of friction, has been evaluated. In both cases the number of radial cracks increases with impact velocity. This phenomenon is induced by the increase of the circumferential strain level responsible of crack initiation and progression.
To evaluate the contribution of the particular energy compo nents involved in the process, an energy balance was carried out. From this analysis a conclusion may be drawn that the inertia effect increases as the impact velocity does, mainly due to the kinetic energy increase with the plug velocity. On the contrary, plastic work mainly governs the process for impact velocities close to the ballistic limit. For lubricated condition, plastic work represents almost 100% of the energy absorbed by the plate. When these conditions of friction and impact velocity are satisfied (ballistic limit velocity and lubricated condition) a complete petalling process is observed. The number and disposition of petals numer ically reproduced are in agreement with experimental observations and analytical predictions.
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